
Holden 142.93mm Connecting Rods Main Sizes

 Brand: Hurricane *

     

 Center to Center Length: 142.93mm/5.627"

 Big End Bore Diameter: 57.12mm/2.249"

 Big End Width: ~

 Small End Bore Diameter: 23.55mm /0.927"

 Small End Width: ~

 Beam Style: I-beam

Holden 308 connecting rod & rods more details

 Connecting Rod Bolt Diameter  ~
 Approximate Connecting Rod Weight  XXXg
 Advertised Horsepower Rating  600hp
 Quantity  Sold as 6 pieces /set
 Material  Forged 4340 steel
 Connecting Rod Finish  Shot-peened, Polished 
 Pin  Bronze wrist pin bushings
 Wrist Pin Style  Floating
 Cap Retention Style  Cap screw
 Weight Matched Set  Yes ,Balanced +/- 1g
 Magnafluxed  Yes
 Private Label  Yes ,available 
 Custom rods design  Yes, accept

HOLDEN 308 / 355 "I"-BEAM connecting rods & conrods
Description

Hurricane Speed and Performance's own 4340 steel forged connecting rods. These rods are fully finished
to suit all Holden 308/355 engines both factory or aftermarket.

http://www.hurricanerods.com/news/Hurricane-Connecting-Rod-Bolt-Information.html
http://www.hurricanerods.com/gallery/Certificate.html
http://www.hurricanerods.com/products/Connecting-Rods.html


Featured product: HOLDEN L67 SUPERCHARGED 3.8L V6 - forged 4340 steel H-beam
connecting rods

Note:One-piece forging, HRC:34-38. the material is handled by tongs and placed in each of con rod
impressions carved into a die block. As the hammer runs the hammer, he displaces the soft, white hot
metal into each impression, gradually forming the connecting rod. The hammer, which imposes a force of
3,000lbs, impacts the material one strike per second. Three strikes of the hammer and the con rod is
forged.

http://www.hurricanerods.com/products/HOLDEN-L67-SUPERCHARGED-3.8L-V6-forged-4340-steel-H-beam-connecting-rods.html#.WnFGrlMdj3Q
http://www.hurricanerods.com/products/HOLDEN-L67-SUPERCHARGED-3.8L-V6-forged-4340-steel-H-beam-connecting-rods.html#.WnFGrlMdj3Q


Note: this is single oil hole for . Double Oil PE Reservoirs can be provided if necessary.

Basis on standard rods, custom rods can be provided if drawing or used sample could be provided. Take a
look at factory price...you can't even resize your old rods and fit new rod bolts for this price. If you are
interested, please contact us online, or leave an message to email: marketing@hurricane-
rod.com.cn

http://www.hurricanerods.com/news/Hurricane-Connecting-Rods-Features.html
http://www.hurricanerods.com/Contact-Us.html
mailto:marketing@hurricane-rod.com.cn.html
mailto:marketing@hurricane-rod.com.cn.html

